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Abstract

We performed 2D PIC simulations of Kelvin Helmholtz instability (KHI) with symmetric and asymmetric density and tem-

perature profiles along the flow shear with a northward interplanetary magnetic field. The Magnetic Flux Transport method,

field topology and magnetic field minimums are used to identify the reconnection X-lines. We start to observe the reconnection

signatures such as magnetic field and flow reversals at the vortex edges in the nonlinear phase of the KHI when the vortices

are rolling up. The number of reconnection regions increases at the turbulence phase. The signatures eventually decrease and

finally disappear at very turbulent stages of KHI developments. Our results qualitatively agree with MMS observations of

reconnection signatures at KHI along the magnetospheric flanks.
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Key Points:9

• Reconnection signatures are identified in Kelvin Helmholtz Instability using Mag-10

netic Flux Transport, magnetic field topology and minimums.11

• The reconnection signatures are at the edges of and within the vortex structures.12

• The number of X-lines peak at the turbulence phase and decrease as instability13

becomes fully evolved and very turbulent.14
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Abstract15

We performed 2D PIC simulations of Kelvin Helmholtz instability (KHI) with sym-16

metric and asymmetric density and temperature profiles along the flow shear with a north-17

ward interplanetary magnetic field. The Magnetic Flux Transport method, field topol-18

ogy and magnetic field minimums are used to identify the reconnection X-lines. We start19

to observe the reconnection signatures such as magnetic field and flow reversals at the20

vortex edges in the nonlinear phase of the KHI when the vortices are rolling up. The num-21

ber of reconnection regions increases at the turbulence phase. The signatures eventu-22

ally decrease and finally disappear at very turbulent stages of KHI developments. Our23

results qualitatively agree with MMS observations of reconnection signatures at KHI along24

the magnetospheric flanks.25

Plain Language Summary26

Kelvin Helmholtz instability forms at the boundary of flows moving in opposite di-27

rections. The instability forms ocean-like waves and vortices that roll up and become tur-28

bulent. This instability happens at the magnetopause boundary around the Earth where29

the shocked solar wind plasma meets magnetopsheric plasma with a flow shear. As the30

vortices roll up, they twist the magnetic field lines and can cause magnetic reconnection.31

Magnetic reconnection changes field topology and releases mass and momentum to the32

magnetosphere. We investigate the occurrence of reconnection in the Kelvin Helmholtz33

instability development using fully kinetic simulations. Our simulation results show that34

as Kelvin Helmholtz instability develops and becomes nonlinear, reconnection signatures35

start to appear. The reconnection signatures peak when instability is getting turbulent36

and they fade away at the very turbulent phases of the instability.37

1 Introduction38

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) which occurs in Earth’s magnetospheric39

flanks is an important driver of mass and momentum transfer from the solar wind to the40

Earth’s magnetosphere (Axford & Hines, 1961; Nykyri & Otto, 2001; Hasegawa et al.,41

2004; Kavosi & Raeder, 2015; Ma et al., 2017). Recent studies have proposed that mag-42

netic reconnection in the KHI might facilitate this mass and momentum transfer (Nykyri43

& Otto, 2001; Nykyri et al., 2006; Hasegawa et al., 2009; Nakamura et al., 2013; Eriks-44

son et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2017; Eriksson et al., 2021). The KHI is generated due to flow45

shear at the magnetopause boundary between the shocked solar wind or magnetosheath46

and magnetospheric plasma (Hasegawa et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2014). The KHI re-47

sults in surface waves that propagate anti-sunward down the magnetospheric flanks, and48

as the instability becomes nonlinear, the waves roll up and form vortices. These rolled49

up vortices can lead to compressed current sheets in converging flow regions at the spine50

regions or at the edge of the vortices. This is where magnetic reconnection can occur where51

opposing magnetic field lines meet (Nykyri & Otto, 2001; Nakamura et al., 2013). Sim-52

ulations and MMS observations have also displayed that the vortices become turbulent53

as they roll up (Karimabadi et al., 2013; Nakamura & Daughton, 2014; Stawarz et al.,54

2016). This turbulence can transfer energy from the large-scale vortices to smaller scales55

where dissipative collisionless processes can heat the particles.56

MMS observations by several studies (Eriksson et al., 2016; Stawarz et al., 2016)57

show signatures of current sheets that can support reconnection of the type predicted58

by Nakamura et al. (2013) called type-I reconnection. Nakamura et al. (2013) start the59

simulation with a reversing in-plane magnetic field of Harris type current sheet along the60

flow shear. Therefore, the in-plane magnetic field lines are naturally anti-parallel in spine61

regions of KHI and compressed field lines and currents sheets can lead to reconnection62

in those regions. Eriksson et al. (2016) reported that, for the 40 current sheets in the KHI63
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encountered by MMS on 8 September 2015, 20 showed evidence for reconnection ion jets.64

In addition to compressed current sheets flanking the vortices at spine regions, recon-65

nection could also occur on thin current sheets within the turbulent region and inside66

the vortex roll up (Nykyri & Otto, 2001). In this case, the in-plane magnetic field is par-67

allel across the magnetopuse boundary and a vortex roll up makes the magnetic field lines68

anti-parallel inside the vortex edges and consequently reconnection can occur. This is69

called type-II reconnection.70

Wilder et al. (2023) investigated KHI events at different positions along the flank71

magnetopause (further down tail) using MMS data to determine if reconnection is also72

observed at other stages in the KHI’s development, as well as the frequency of occur-73

rence as they become increasingly rolled up and turbulent. They showed the fraction of74

current sheets, that exhibit reconnection signatures of type-I, decreases for events fur-75

ther down the magnetospheric flanks and it suggests that as the instability evolves into76

a very turbulent phase, reconnection becomes less prevalent.77

In this paper, we investigate magnetic reconnection signatures at different stages78

of the KHI using data from local particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations and compare our re-79

sults with those reported from MMS observations by (Wilder et al., 2023). The KHI is80

thought to drive magnetospheric convection (Axford & Hines, 1961; Kavosi & Raeder,81

2015) in addition to reconnection at the dayside magnetopause and magnetotail, and there-82

fore understanding of mass and momentum transfer via the instability is needed to pre-83

dict its impacts on the system. These impacts are especially important during north-84

ward IMF conditions when reconnection at the sub-solar magnetopause is less likely.85

2 Simulation Setup86

In order to study magnetic reconnection signatures as KHI grows, we need a fully87

kinetic PIC code. The Plasma Simulation Code (PSC) is a state of the art PIC simu-88

lation code with advanced features like load-balancing and GPU support (Germaschewski89

et al., 2016). We initialize a system consisting of protons and electrons for a 2D config-90

uration that is unstable to KHI following a modified setup described by Karimabadi et91

al. (2013). Using PSC, we will simulate the evolution of the KHI and track the devel-92

opment of X-lines and magnetic flux transports, which can be compared with the reported93

MMS observations.94

We study two cases in this paper. First case is a symmetric density and symmet-95

ric temperature profile in the simulation box. The second case is an asymmetric density96

and asymmetric temperature profile across the flow shear resembling the changes in plasma97

parameters in the magnetopause boundary. These two cases give us the opportunity to98

compare the impact of the asymmetry on the reconnection signatures in the KHI. The99

simulations are 2 dimensional and in Y-Z plane. Initial condition for the symmetric den-100

sity and symmetric temperature case is the following: The ion and electron temperatures101

are equal Ti/Te = 1 and uniform in the simulation box, the ωpe/Ωce = 2, mi/me =102

100, ncell = 150 (number of particles per cell), β = 0.1 (total beta), simulation do-103

main is 25di×50di (Y ×Z) with the resolution of 4096×8192, periodic boundary con-104

ditions in y = 0 and y = 25 and reflecting boundary conditions for particles and con-105

ducting wall boundary conditions for electromagnetic fields at z = 0 and z = 50. ωpe106

is electron plasma frequency and Ωce is electron cyclotron frequency. di = c/ωpi is the107

ion inertial length with c being speed of light and ωpi the ion plasma frequency.108

The initial magnetic field is B = B0 sin(θ)x̂+B0 cos(θ)ẑ. The ratio of magnetic109

fields is Bx/Bz = 20 with θ = 87◦. B is mostly out of the plane in the X direction with110

a small component in Z direction (X-Z Plane). The out of plane magnetic field in X di-111

rection plays the role of guide magnetic field for the in-plane magnetic reconnections dur-112

ing KHI evolution. This is equivalent of an equatorial plane with Earth’s magnetic field113
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being out of the simulation plane and a northward interplanetary magnetic field. The114

flow shear is given by vz = v0z tanh[(y − 0.5Ly)/δ] + δvpv0z sin(kvpz/Lz)exp[−(y −115

0.5Ly)
2/δ2] where Ly = 25di, Lz = 50di, δ = 2, δvp = 0.15 and kvp = 0.5. The shear116

in the flow is in Y direction. The initial electric field is E = −v × B = −vzB0 sin(θ)ŷ117

to sustain the equilibrium shear flow. Electrons are initialized slightly nonuniform to sat-118

isfy Gauss’s law, since the convective electric field breaks the charge neutrality (Pritchett119

& Coroniti, 1984).120

For the case of asymmetric density and asymmetric temperature, the resolution is121

4000×8000 grid cells. The majority of the initial conditions are the same as previous122

case unless otherwise noted. The density profile is n = n10/2(1−tanh[(y−0.5Ly)/δ])+123

n20/2(1+tanh[(y−0.5Ly)/δ]). Subscript 1 is the region on the left of simulation box124

(negative vz flow) and subscript 2 is on the right side of the box where vz flow is pos-125

itive. To satisfy the total pressure balance (kinetic plus magnetic field), the temperature126

profile is Ti2/Te2 = ni1/ni2[Ti1/Te2 + Te1/Te2] − 1. We initially set n10/n20 = 2 and127

Te1/Te2 = 0.5. The left to right direction in the simulation box (in Y direction) rep-128

resents a magnetosheath to magnetosphere crossing from higher density to lower den-129

sity plasma and lower temperature to higher temperature. The magnetic field is out of130

the plane in the box, resembling a northward interplanetary magnetic field and Earth’s131

magnetic field similar to the previous case. Figure 1 shows the initial conditions for both132

cases. The plots are velocity profile in Z direction, ion density, ion temperature and con-133

vective electric field in Y direction. The ion density and temperature in the bottom panel134

show the asymmetric case setup, resembling a magnetopause crossing.135

3 Reconnection Signatures136

We are interested in how the reconnection signatures in the KHI evolve at differ-137

ent stages of the instability’s development. We use the Magnetic Flux Transport (MFT)138

method, magnetic field topology and finding minimums of in-plane magnetic field to iden-139

tify the reconnecting current sheets and active reconnection sites. The MFT method was140

recently used in kinetic simulations of reconnection (Liu & Hesse, 2016; Liu et al., 2018).141

MFT considers the decoupling of the magnetic flux and the electron flow due to break-142

ing of the frozen-in condition and presence of nonideal electric field. Therefore, MFT shows143

the inward and outward flow of magnetic flux at the reconnection X-point. UΨ = cEx/Bp(x̂×144

b̂p) is the magnetic flux term where x̂ is guide field direction, b̂p is the unit vector of the145

in-plane magnetic field, Bp is the magnitude of the in-plane magnetic field and Ex is out146

of plane electric field. The MFT terms show the difference between magnetic flux and147

electron flow when electrons are not frozen-in to the magnetic field. This method has148

been used both in MMS observations and simulations of plasma turbulence (Li et al.,149

2021; Qi et al., 2022).150

Figure 2 shows the MFT terms and its vector plot in the symmetric (top panel)151

and asymmetric (bottom panel) simulation cases. The Uy = −cExBz/B
2
p (Uz = cExBy/B

2
p)152

plot shows the magnetic flux in Y (Z) direction. The red color indicates magnetic flux153

moving in +Y (+Z) and blue color is when the flux is moving in -Y (-Z) direction. The154

regions with sharp change in color (blue to red or red to blue) is where the flow rever-155

sal is happening. The inflow or outflow can be either in Y or Z direction or a combina-156

tion of both. Depending on the directions of the reversals relative to each other, we can157

have an X-line. The X-lines are where we see converging inflows and diverging outflows.158

These X-lines regions are clearly seen in third column of figure 2 for both cases where159

we plot the in-plane magnetic field lines. The magnitude of the in-plane magnetic field160

is below 10−4 in these X-line regions (250 times smaller than the average in-plane mag-161

netic field magnitude). The red stars show where the magnetic field lines are reconnect-162

ing. We observe 4 X-lines in the symmetric case at Ωpt = 275 and 5 X-lines in the asym-163

metric case at Ωpt = 195.164
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Figure 1: Initial conditions for two simulations cases: (top) Symmetric case (bottom)
Asymmetric case. The plots are velocity profile in Z direction, ion density, ion tempera-
ture and convective electric field in Y direction. The ion density and temperature in the
bottom panel show the asymmetric case setup, resembling a magnetopause crossing from
magnetosheath to the inner magnetosphere.
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Figure 2: MFT terms and MFT vector for two simulations cases: (top) Symmetric case
at t = 275/Ωp (bottom) Asymmetric case at t = 195/Ωp. MFT shows the inflow and out-
flow flux transport regions near the X-lines. The black arrows point to flow reversals near
the X-lines and red stars show the X-lines visible based on the in-plane magnetic field
topology and magnetic field minimums. The arrows in the third column for both cases are
the MFT vectors showing the direction of the magnetic flux.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Line cuts of in-plane magnetic fields and MFT components at the X-line
show the magnetic field reversals and the inflow and outflow fluxes. The MFTs are nor-
malized to ion Alfven speed. (b) Dashed red line marks the cut at Z = 31.4di.

In order to see the magnetic flux and magnetic field reversals, figure 3 show the cuts165

through the first X-line in Figure 2 at z = 31.4di for the symmetric case. The panels166

are the in-plane magnetic field components (By and Bz) and the MFT components (Uy167

and Uz) normalized by the local ion Alfven speed. The reversals in B happens around168

y = 12di which is accompanied by reversals in magnetic flux with inflow mostly in Y169

direction and outflow seen mostly in Z direction. The MFT terms (inflow and outflow)170

are in the order of local ion Alfven speed.171

In each step of the simulation output as KHI evolves, we count the number of X-172

lines manually (in one vortex structure since they are similar due to periodic boundary173

conditions in z) based on the MFT method (converging inflow and diverging outflow),174

topology of the magnetic field lines and finding the minimum in-plane magnetic field val-175

ues below 10−4 threshold. We should observe all three criteria in order to count the site176

as an X-line. We have total of 34 outputs for each simulation with approximately 10Ωp177

frequency between the outputs. Figure 4 shows the number of X-lines as a function of178

time for both simulation cases. The blue line represents the symmetric case and the or-179

ange line shows the asymmetric case. At both cases, the reconnection signatures starts180

appearing around the same time which is when KHI vortices are becoming nonlinear and181

getting rolled up. Then the reconnection signatures increase and peak during the tur-182

bulent phase. Later on, the number of reconnection signatures start to decrease and fi-183

nally disappear at very late stages of turbulence when vortices are broken into smaller184

structures. Figure 5 shows the stages of KHI when reconnection signature start, peak185

and disappear. This analysis shows that the reconnection signatures disappear earlier186

in the asymmetric density case. It also shows that as the KHI becomes very turbulent187

and vortices break into smaller structures, the reconnection sites and X-lines become less188

prevalent until they disappear. We should note that these cases are resembling the north-189

ward IMF in Earth’s magnetopause boundary and the situation could be different for190

a southward IMF during turbulent phases of a KHI.191
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Figure 4: Number of X-lines at one vortex at different stages of KHI evolution. Recon-
nection signatures starts to appear around the same time in both simulation cases. In
asymmetric density case, the reconnection signatures disappear earlier than symmetric
case.
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Figure 5: Evolution of total current density in different stages of KHI for symmetric
(top) and asymmetric (bottom). First column shows the onset of reconnection signa-
tures. Second column is when the reconnection X-lines peaks and third column is when
reconnection signatures disappear.
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(a) Symmetric (b) Asymmetric

Figure 6: Agyrotropy measurement for symmetric (left) and asymmetric (right) cases.
The agyrotropy lights up at the edges of the vortex roll up where the X-lines are seen in
both cases. The red stars mark the location of the X-lines.

We also investigate the type of reconnection signatures observed in our PIC sim-192

ulations. Based on Nakamura et al. (2013), reconnection signatures were observed at the193

spine regions of the vortices where compressed current sheets where formed in converg-194

ing flows (type-I) and Nykyri and Otto (2001) showed that reconnection could also hap-195

pen within the vortex structures when they roll up (type-II). To locate where reconnec-196

tion is happening, we use the agyrotropy measures (Swisdak, 2016). Agyrotropy in an197

arbitrary Cartesian system is given by Q = 1− 4I2/((I1 − P||)(I1 + 3P||)) where I1 =198

Pxx + Pyy + Pzz is trace of pressure tensor and I2 = PxxPyy + PxxPzz + PyyPzz −199

(PxyPyx+PyzPzy+PxzPzx) sum of principal minors. Agyrotropy shows the asymme-200

try of the electron pressure tensor in the plane perpendicular to magnetic field due to201

reconnection. The agyrotropy is known to be enhanced within the reconnection layer such202

as near the X-lines and separatrices (Swisdak, 2016). Figure 6 displayes the agyrotropy203

measured in the simulation for both symmetric (left) and asymmetric (right) cases of KHI.204

In both cases, the agyrotropy lights up and is the strongest at the edges of the vortex205

roll up where the opposing field lines are. This result is in agreement with Nykyri and206

Otto (2001) observations of reconnection in the KHI which is type-II reconnection.207

Wilder et al. (2023) performed a similar analysis using MMS observations. They208

showed that reconnection signatures decreases for events further down the magnetospheric209

flanks and they concluded that as the instability develops into turbulence, reconnection210

becomes less prevalent. We should point out that Wilder et al. (2023) investigated the211

reconnection type-I happening in the spine regions of the KHI using MMS observations212

while the reconnection signatures observed in our simulations happen at the edges of and213

within the vortex which are type-II reconnection. Our simulations suggest that the re-214

connection of type-II will also subside with the KHI development and it is in general agree-215

ment with Wilder et al. (2023). Therefore according to simulations and MMS observa-216

tions of the KHI, we suggest that both Type-I and Type-II reconnections should be less217

likely over time as KHI evolves.218

4 Summary and Conclusions219

This work studies the presence of reconnection signatures and X-lines in the KHI220

evolution using 2D PIC simulations. Two cases of PIC simulations with different initial221
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conditions in density and temperature were investigated. The first simulation case started222

with homogeneous density and temperature profile in the simulation box called symmet-223

ric case. The second simulation had a nonuniform density and temperature profiles re-224

sembling a magnetosheath to magnetosphere crossing where KHIs are observed in Earth’s225

magnetosphere. Both simulation cases had a large component of magnetic field point-226

ing out of the plane resembling a northward IMF. Therefore, the reconnections happen-227

ing in the KHI are high guide field reconnection. All other initial conditions are simi-228

lar for both cases. With these setups, we can investigate the impact of the symmetry and229

asymmetry on the reconnection signatures in the KHI evolution and also compare the230

simulation results with the reported MMS observations (Wilder et al., 2023).231

We used the MFT method, the in-plane magnetic field line topology and the in-232

plane magnetic field magnitude minimums below 10−4 threshold to locate the reconnec-233

tion sites and X-lines. The MFT measures the magnetic flux transported into and out234

of the reconnection site around the X-lines. We observed the inflow and outflow regions235

of the flux using the components of MFT indicating where the reconnection is happen-236

ing and where the X-lines were located. The in-plane magnetic field lines and magnetic237

field minimums also confirmed the presence of an X-line. Employing these methods, we238

measured the number of X-lines during the KHI development. Our results indicates that239

the reconnection signatures start to appear when KHI is nonlinear. This is when the vor-240

tices are rolling up. The X-line count and reconnection signatures peak when vortices241

are completely rolled up and the plasma is getting turbulent. When vortices are broken242

into smaller structures and the plasma is fully turbulent, the reconnection signatures start243

to fade away. This is observed in both simulation cases. Both cases have similar onset244

times for reconnection signatures. But our simulation suggests that the reconnection sig-245

natures disappear earlier in the asymmetric case. The asymmetry could help with the246

KHI getting to the turbulent phase faster. Our results show that the reconnection sig-247

natures decrease at the very late stages of the KHI.248

We also studied where the reconnection was happening in the KHI structures. We249

used agyrotropy to find the location of the X-lines in the reconnection site. Agyrotropy250

enhances in the X-line and separatrix regions when reconnection is happening. We ob-251

serve that agyrotropy lights up in the compressed current sheets at the edges of the vor-252

tex roll ups and within the vortices. Our simulations is in agreement with Nykyri and253

Otto (2001) and we observe type-II reconnection signatures in our simulations.254

Our simulation results are in qualitative agreement with Wilder et al. (2023) us-255

ing MMS observations. Wilder et al. (2023) showed that the reconnection of type-I (at256

the spine regions) decreases for KHI events further down the flank when the KHI were257

more evolved and turbulent. The reconnection signatures observed in our simulations258

happen at the edges of and within the vortex, of the type reported by Nykyri and Otto259

(2001) when we start the simulation with a parallel in-plane magnetic field across the260

flow shear. We suggest that reconnection signatures of type-II will also fade away with261

time and it is in general agreement with Wilder et al. (2023). Simulations and MMS ob-262

servations of the KHI suggest that both Type-I and Type-II reconnections should be less263

likely over time as KHI evolves.264

Future work will investigate the impact of IMF strength and in-plane magnetic field265

geometry on the reconnection signatures in the KHI.266
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Key Points:9

• Reconnection signatures are identified in Kelvin Helmholtz Instability using Mag-10

netic Flux Transport, magnetic field topology and minimums.11

• The reconnection signatures are at the edges of and within the vortex structures.12

• The number of X-lines peak at the turbulence phase and decrease as instability13

becomes fully evolved and very turbulent.14
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Abstract15

We performed 2D PIC simulations of Kelvin Helmholtz instability (KHI) with sym-16

metric and asymmetric density and temperature profiles along the flow shear with a north-17

ward interplanetary magnetic field. The Magnetic Flux Transport method, field topol-18

ogy and magnetic field minimums are used to identify the reconnection X-lines. We start19

to observe the reconnection signatures such as magnetic field and flow reversals at the20

vortex edges in the nonlinear phase of the KHI when the vortices are rolling up. The num-21

ber of reconnection regions increases at the turbulence phase. The signatures eventu-22

ally decrease and finally disappear at very turbulent stages of KHI developments. Our23

results qualitatively agree with MMS observations of reconnection signatures at KHI along24

the magnetospheric flanks.25

Plain Language Summary26

Kelvin Helmholtz instability forms at the boundary of flows moving in opposite di-27

rections. The instability forms ocean-like waves and vortices that roll up and become tur-28

bulent. This instability happens at the magnetopause boundary around the Earth where29

the shocked solar wind plasma meets magnetopsheric plasma with a flow shear. As the30

vortices roll up, they twist the magnetic field lines and can cause magnetic reconnection.31

Magnetic reconnection changes field topology and releases mass and momentum to the32

magnetosphere. We investigate the occurrence of reconnection in the Kelvin Helmholtz33

instability development using fully kinetic simulations. Our simulation results show that34

as Kelvin Helmholtz instability develops and becomes nonlinear, reconnection signatures35

start to appear. The reconnection signatures peak when instability is getting turbulent36

and they fade away at the very turbulent phases of the instability.37

1 Introduction38

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) which occurs in Earth’s magnetospheric39

flanks is an important driver of mass and momentum transfer from the solar wind to the40

Earth’s magnetosphere (Axford & Hines, 1961; Nykyri & Otto, 2001; Hasegawa et al.,41

2004; Kavosi & Raeder, 2015; Ma et al., 2017). Recent studies have proposed that mag-42

netic reconnection in the KHI might facilitate this mass and momentum transfer (Nykyri43

& Otto, 2001; Nykyri et al., 2006; Hasegawa et al., 2009; Nakamura et al., 2013; Eriks-44

son et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2017; Eriksson et al., 2021). The KHI is generated due to flow45

shear at the magnetopause boundary between the shocked solar wind or magnetosheath46

and magnetospheric plasma (Hasegawa et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2014). The KHI re-47

sults in surface waves that propagate anti-sunward down the magnetospheric flanks, and48

as the instability becomes nonlinear, the waves roll up and form vortices. These rolled49

up vortices can lead to compressed current sheets in converging flow regions at the spine50

regions or at the edge of the vortices. This is where magnetic reconnection can occur where51

opposing magnetic field lines meet (Nykyri & Otto, 2001; Nakamura et al., 2013). Sim-52

ulations and MMS observations have also displayed that the vortices become turbulent53

as they roll up (Karimabadi et al., 2013; Nakamura & Daughton, 2014; Stawarz et al.,54

2016). This turbulence can transfer energy from the large-scale vortices to smaller scales55

where dissipative collisionless processes can heat the particles.56

MMS observations by several studies (Eriksson et al., 2016; Stawarz et al., 2016)57

show signatures of current sheets that can support reconnection of the type predicted58

by Nakamura et al. (2013) called type-I reconnection. Nakamura et al. (2013) start the59

simulation with a reversing in-plane magnetic field of Harris type current sheet along the60

flow shear. Therefore, the in-plane magnetic field lines are naturally anti-parallel in spine61

regions of KHI and compressed field lines and currents sheets can lead to reconnection62

in those regions. Eriksson et al. (2016) reported that, for the 40 current sheets in the KHI63
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encountered by MMS on 8 September 2015, 20 showed evidence for reconnection ion jets.64

In addition to compressed current sheets flanking the vortices at spine regions, recon-65

nection could also occur on thin current sheets within the turbulent region and inside66

the vortex roll up (Nykyri & Otto, 2001). In this case, the in-plane magnetic field is par-67

allel across the magnetopuse boundary and a vortex roll up makes the magnetic field lines68

anti-parallel inside the vortex edges and consequently reconnection can occur. This is69

called type-II reconnection.70

Wilder et al. (2023) investigated KHI events at different positions along the flank71

magnetopause (further down tail) using MMS data to determine if reconnection is also72

observed at other stages in the KHI’s development, as well as the frequency of occur-73

rence as they become increasingly rolled up and turbulent. They showed the fraction of74

current sheets, that exhibit reconnection signatures of type-I, decreases for events fur-75

ther down the magnetospheric flanks and it suggests that as the instability evolves into76

a very turbulent phase, reconnection becomes less prevalent.77

In this paper, we investigate magnetic reconnection signatures at different stages78

of the KHI using data from local particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations and compare our re-79

sults with those reported from MMS observations by (Wilder et al., 2023). The KHI is80

thought to drive magnetospheric convection (Axford & Hines, 1961; Kavosi & Raeder,81

2015) in addition to reconnection at the dayside magnetopause and magnetotail, and there-82

fore understanding of mass and momentum transfer via the instability is needed to pre-83

dict its impacts on the system. These impacts are especially important during north-84

ward IMF conditions when reconnection at the sub-solar magnetopause is less likely.85

2 Simulation Setup86

In order to study magnetic reconnection signatures as KHI grows, we need a fully87

kinetic PIC code. The Plasma Simulation Code (PSC) is a state of the art PIC simu-88

lation code with advanced features like load-balancing and GPU support (Germaschewski89

et al., 2016). We initialize a system consisting of protons and electrons for a 2D config-90

uration that is unstable to KHI following a modified setup described by Karimabadi et91

al. (2013). Using PSC, we will simulate the evolution of the KHI and track the devel-92

opment of X-lines and magnetic flux transports, which can be compared with the reported93

MMS observations.94

We study two cases in this paper. First case is a symmetric density and symmet-95

ric temperature profile in the simulation box. The second case is an asymmetric density96

and asymmetric temperature profile across the flow shear resembling the changes in plasma97

parameters in the magnetopause boundary. These two cases give us the opportunity to98

compare the impact of the asymmetry on the reconnection signatures in the KHI. The99

simulations are 2 dimensional and in Y-Z plane. Initial condition for the symmetric den-100

sity and symmetric temperature case is the following: The ion and electron temperatures101

are equal Ti/Te = 1 and uniform in the simulation box, the ωpe/Ωce = 2, mi/me =102

100, ncell = 150 (number of particles per cell), β = 0.1 (total beta), simulation do-103

main is 25di×50di (Y ×Z) with the resolution of 4096×8192, periodic boundary con-104

ditions in y = 0 and y = 25 and reflecting boundary conditions for particles and con-105

ducting wall boundary conditions for electromagnetic fields at z = 0 and z = 50. ωpe106

is electron plasma frequency and Ωce is electron cyclotron frequency. di = c/ωpi is the107

ion inertial length with c being speed of light and ωpi the ion plasma frequency.108

The initial magnetic field is B = B0 sin(θ)x̂+B0 cos(θ)ẑ. The ratio of magnetic109

fields is Bx/Bz = 20 with θ = 87◦. B is mostly out of the plane in the X direction with110

a small component in Z direction (X-Z Plane). The out of plane magnetic field in X di-111

rection plays the role of guide magnetic field for the in-plane magnetic reconnections dur-112

ing KHI evolution. This is equivalent of an equatorial plane with Earth’s magnetic field113
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being out of the simulation plane and a northward interplanetary magnetic field. The114

flow shear is given by vz = v0z tanh[(y − 0.5Ly)/δ] + δvpv0z sin(kvpz/Lz)exp[−(y −115

0.5Ly)
2/δ2] where Ly = 25di, Lz = 50di, δ = 2, δvp = 0.15 and kvp = 0.5. The shear116

in the flow is in Y direction. The initial electric field is E = −v × B = −vzB0 sin(θ)ŷ117

to sustain the equilibrium shear flow. Electrons are initialized slightly nonuniform to sat-118

isfy Gauss’s law, since the convective electric field breaks the charge neutrality (Pritchett119

& Coroniti, 1984).120

For the case of asymmetric density and asymmetric temperature, the resolution is121

4000×8000 grid cells. The majority of the initial conditions are the same as previous122

case unless otherwise noted. The density profile is n = n10/2(1−tanh[(y−0.5Ly)/δ])+123

n20/2(1+tanh[(y−0.5Ly)/δ]). Subscript 1 is the region on the left of simulation box124

(negative vz flow) and subscript 2 is on the right side of the box where vz flow is pos-125

itive. To satisfy the total pressure balance (kinetic plus magnetic field), the temperature126

profile is Ti2/Te2 = ni1/ni2[Ti1/Te2 + Te1/Te2] − 1. We initially set n10/n20 = 2 and127

Te1/Te2 = 0.5. The left to right direction in the simulation box (in Y direction) rep-128

resents a magnetosheath to magnetosphere crossing from higher density to lower den-129

sity plasma and lower temperature to higher temperature. The magnetic field is out of130

the plane in the box, resembling a northward interplanetary magnetic field and Earth’s131

magnetic field similar to the previous case. Figure 1 shows the initial conditions for both132

cases. The plots are velocity profile in Z direction, ion density, ion temperature and con-133

vective electric field in Y direction. The ion density and temperature in the bottom panel134

show the asymmetric case setup, resembling a magnetopause crossing.135

3 Reconnection Signatures136

We are interested in how the reconnection signatures in the KHI evolve at differ-137

ent stages of the instability’s development. We use the Magnetic Flux Transport (MFT)138

method, magnetic field topology and finding minimums of in-plane magnetic field to iden-139

tify the reconnecting current sheets and active reconnection sites. The MFT method was140

recently used in kinetic simulations of reconnection (Liu & Hesse, 2016; Liu et al., 2018).141

MFT considers the decoupling of the magnetic flux and the electron flow due to break-142

ing of the frozen-in condition and presence of nonideal electric field. Therefore, MFT shows143

the inward and outward flow of magnetic flux at the reconnection X-point. UΨ = cEx/Bp(x̂×144

b̂p) is the magnetic flux term where x̂ is guide field direction, b̂p is the unit vector of the145

in-plane magnetic field, Bp is the magnitude of the in-plane magnetic field and Ex is out146

of plane electric field. The MFT terms show the difference between magnetic flux and147

electron flow when electrons are not frozen-in to the magnetic field. This method has148

been used both in MMS observations and simulations of plasma turbulence (Li et al.,149

2021; Qi et al., 2022).150

Figure 2 shows the MFT terms and its vector plot in the symmetric (top panel)151

and asymmetric (bottom panel) simulation cases. The Uy = −cExBz/B
2
p (Uz = cExBy/B

2
p)152

plot shows the magnetic flux in Y (Z) direction. The red color indicates magnetic flux153

moving in +Y (+Z) and blue color is when the flux is moving in -Y (-Z) direction. The154

regions with sharp change in color (blue to red or red to blue) is where the flow rever-155

sal is happening. The inflow or outflow can be either in Y or Z direction or a combina-156

tion of both. Depending on the directions of the reversals relative to each other, we can157

have an X-line. The X-lines are where we see converging inflows and diverging outflows.158

These X-lines regions are clearly seen in third column of figure 2 for both cases where159

we plot the in-plane magnetic field lines. The magnitude of the in-plane magnetic field160

is below 10−4 in these X-line regions (250 times smaller than the average in-plane mag-161

netic field magnitude). The red stars show where the magnetic field lines are reconnect-162

ing. We observe 4 X-lines in the symmetric case at Ωpt = 275 and 5 X-lines in the asym-163

metric case at Ωpt = 195.164
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Figure 1: Initial conditions for two simulations cases: (top) Symmetric case (bottom)
Asymmetric case. The plots are velocity profile in Z direction, ion density, ion tempera-
ture and convective electric field in Y direction. The ion density and temperature in the
bottom panel show the asymmetric case setup, resembling a magnetopause crossing from
magnetosheath to the inner magnetosphere.
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Figure 2: MFT terms and MFT vector for two simulations cases: (top) Symmetric case
at t = 275/Ωp (bottom) Asymmetric case at t = 195/Ωp. MFT shows the inflow and out-
flow flux transport regions near the X-lines. The black arrows point to flow reversals near
the X-lines and red stars show the X-lines visible based on the in-plane magnetic field
topology and magnetic field minimums. The arrows in the third column for both cases are
the MFT vectors showing the direction of the magnetic flux.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Line cuts of in-plane magnetic fields and MFT components at the X-line
show the magnetic field reversals and the inflow and outflow fluxes. The MFTs are nor-
malized to ion Alfven speed. (b) Dashed red line marks the cut at Z = 31.4di.

In order to see the magnetic flux and magnetic field reversals, figure 3 show the cuts165

through the first X-line in Figure 2 at z = 31.4di for the symmetric case. The panels166

are the in-plane magnetic field components (By and Bz) and the MFT components (Uy167

and Uz) normalized by the local ion Alfven speed. The reversals in B happens around168

y = 12di which is accompanied by reversals in magnetic flux with inflow mostly in Y169

direction and outflow seen mostly in Z direction. The MFT terms (inflow and outflow)170

are in the order of local ion Alfven speed.171

In each step of the simulation output as KHI evolves, we count the number of X-172

lines manually (in one vortex structure since they are similar due to periodic boundary173

conditions in z) based on the MFT method (converging inflow and diverging outflow),174

topology of the magnetic field lines and finding the minimum in-plane magnetic field val-175

ues below 10−4 threshold. We should observe all three criteria in order to count the site176

as an X-line. We have total of 34 outputs for each simulation with approximately 10Ωp177

frequency between the outputs. Figure 4 shows the number of X-lines as a function of178

time for both simulation cases. The blue line represents the symmetric case and the or-179

ange line shows the asymmetric case. At both cases, the reconnection signatures starts180

appearing around the same time which is when KHI vortices are becoming nonlinear and181

getting rolled up. Then the reconnection signatures increase and peak during the tur-182

bulent phase. Later on, the number of reconnection signatures start to decrease and fi-183

nally disappear at very late stages of turbulence when vortices are broken into smaller184

structures. Figure 5 shows the stages of KHI when reconnection signature start, peak185

and disappear. This analysis shows that the reconnection signatures disappear earlier186

in the asymmetric density case. It also shows that as the KHI becomes very turbulent187

and vortices break into smaller structures, the reconnection sites and X-lines become less188

prevalent until they disappear. We should note that these cases are resembling the north-189

ward IMF in Earth’s magnetopause boundary and the situation could be different for190

a southward IMF during turbulent phases of a KHI.191
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Figure 4: Number of X-lines at one vortex at different stages of KHI evolution. Recon-
nection signatures starts to appear around the same time in both simulation cases. In
asymmetric density case, the reconnection signatures disappear earlier than symmetric
case.
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Figure 5: Evolution of total current density in different stages of KHI for symmetric
(top) and asymmetric (bottom). First column shows the onset of reconnection signa-
tures. Second column is when the reconnection X-lines peaks and third column is when
reconnection signatures disappear.
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(a) Symmetric (b) Asymmetric

Figure 6: Agyrotropy measurement for symmetric (left) and asymmetric (right) cases.
The agyrotropy lights up at the edges of the vortex roll up where the X-lines are seen in
both cases. The red stars mark the location of the X-lines.

We also investigate the type of reconnection signatures observed in our PIC sim-192

ulations. Based on Nakamura et al. (2013), reconnection signatures were observed at the193

spine regions of the vortices where compressed current sheets where formed in converg-194

ing flows (type-I) and Nykyri and Otto (2001) showed that reconnection could also hap-195

pen within the vortex structures when they roll up (type-II). To locate where reconnec-196

tion is happening, we use the agyrotropy measures (Swisdak, 2016). Agyrotropy in an197

arbitrary Cartesian system is given by Q = 1− 4I2/((I1 − P||)(I1 + 3P||)) where I1 =198

Pxx + Pyy + Pzz is trace of pressure tensor and I2 = PxxPyy + PxxPzz + PyyPzz −199

(PxyPyx+PyzPzy+PxzPzx) sum of principal minors. Agyrotropy shows the asymme-200

try of the electron pressure tensor in the plane perpendicular to magnetic field due to201

reconnection. The agyrotropy is known to be enhanced within the reconnection layer such202

as near the X-lines and separatrices (Swisdak, 2016). Figure 6 displayes the agyrotropy203

measured in the simulation for both symmetric (left) and asymmetric (right) cases of KHI.204

In both cases, the agyrotropy lights up and is the strongest at the edges of the vortex205

roll up where the opposing field lines are. This result is in agreement with Nykyri and206

Otto (2001) observations of reconnection in the KHI which is type-II reconnection.207

Wilder et al. (2023) performed a similar analysis using MMS observations. They208

showed that reconnection signatures decreases for events further down the magnetospheric209

flanks and they concluded that as the instability develops into turbulence, reconnection210

becomes less prevalent. We should point out that Wilder et al. (2023) investigated the211

reconnection type-I happening in the spine regions of the KHI using MMS observations212

while the reconnection signatures observed in our simulations happen at the edges of and213

within the vortex which are type-II reconnection. Our simulations suggest that the re-214

connection of type-II will also subside with the KHI development and it is in general agree-215

ment with Wilder et al. (2023). Therefore according to simulations and MMS observa-216

tions of the KHI, we suggest that both Type-I and Type-II reconnections should be less217

likely over time as KHI evolves.218

4 Summary and Conclusions219

This work studies the presence of reconnection signatures and X-lines in the KHI220

evolution using 2D PIC simulations. Two cases of PIC simulations with different initial221
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conditions in density and temperature were investigated. The first simulation case started222

with homogeneous density and temperature profile in the simulation box called symmet-223

ric case. The second simulation had a nonuniform density and temperature profiles re-224

sembling a magnetosheath to magnetosphere crossing where KHIs are observed in Earth’s225

magnetosphere. Both simulation cases had a large component of magnetic field point-226

ing out of the plane resembling a northward IMF. Therefore, the reconnections happen-227

ing in the KHI are high guide field reconnection. All other initial conditions are simi-228

lar for both cases. With these setups, we can investigate the impact of the symmetry and229

asymmetry on the reconnection signatures in the KHI evolution and also compare the230

simulation results with the reported MMS observations (Wilder et al., 2023).231

We used the MFT method, the in-plane magnetic field line topology and the in-232

plane magnetic field magnitude minimums below 10−4 threshold to locate the reconnec-233

tion sites and X-lines. The MFT measures the magnetic flux transported into and out234

of the reconnection site around the X-lines. We observed the inflow and outflow regions235

of the flux using the components of MFT indicating where the reconnection is happen-236

ing and where the X-lines were located. The in-plane magnetic field lines and magnetic237

field minimums also confirmed the presence of an X-line. Employing these methods, we238

measured the number of X-lines during the KHI development. Our results indicates that239

the reconnection signatures start to appear when KHI is nonlinear. This is when the vor-240

tices are rolling up. The X-line count and reconnection signatures peak when vortices241

are completely rolled up and the plasma is getting turbulent. When vortices are broken242

into smaller structures and the plasma is fully turbulent, the reconnection signatures start243

to fade away. This is observed in both simulation cases. Both cases have similar onset244

times for reconnection signatures. But our simulation suggests that the reconnection sig-245

natures disappear earlier in the asymmetric case. The asymmetry could help with the246

KHI getting to the turbulent phase faster. Our results show that the reconnection sig-247

natures decrease at the very late stages of the KHI.248

We also studied where the reconnection was happening in the KHI structures. We249

used agyrotropy to find the location of the X-lines in the reconnection site. Agyrotropy250

enhances in the X-line and separatrix regions when reconnection is happening. We ob-251

serve that agyrotropy lights up in the compressed current sheets at the edges of the vor-252

tex roll ups and within the vortices. Our simulations is in agreement with Nykyri and253

Otto (2001) and we observe type-II reconnection signatures in our simulations.254

Our simulation results are in qualitative agreement with Wilder et al. (2023) us-255

ing MMS observations. Wilder et al. (2023) showed that the reconnection of type-I (at256

the spine regions) decreases for KHI events further down the flank when the KHI were257

more evolved and turbulent. The reconnection signatures observed in our simulations258

happen at the edges of and within the vortex, of the type reported by Nykyri and Otto259

(2001) when we start the simulation with a parallel in-plane magnetic field across the260

flow shear. We suggest that reconnection signatures of type-II will also fade away with261

time and it is in general agreement with Wilder et al. (2023). Simulations and MMS ob-262

servations of the KHI suggest that both Type-I and Type-II reconnections should be less263

likely over time as KHI evolves.264

Future work will investigate the impact of IMF strength and in-plane magnetic field265

geometry on the reconnection signatures in the KHI.266
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